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By: Anne Hart 29 November

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Sounds and Music

Stimuli word bank

bend, backwards, 
fall, melt, slap, 
straighten, ß oat, jog, 
stretch, clap, swing, 
swirl, strike, skip, 
forward, rise.

Activities>       What is moving> Hands, feet, legs.
      heads, arm, whole
      bodies. Incorporating 
      bouncing from the  
      knee, jogging
      movements that
      respond to music 
      and sound.

Dynamics>    How it is moving> Free and creative.
      Quick/slow.
      Fluid and ß owing.

Space>                       With whom>  Working independently.
      As a small group.
      As part of a whole 
      class group.

Preparation which may be done in class

1. Poetry and music related to the sea.

2. Stories about early Christian Ireland � monastic settlements i.e. Armagh and                 
    Bangor.
  
3. Project work on bells.
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Starting point:

Everyone standing with their feet slightly apart.

Activity     What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Bouncing from the knee  (a) Flexible knee movements.    
    arm swinging  
      (b) Arms and knees working at the same   
       rhythm.

2. Jogging away   (a)   Children demonstrate a more advanced
    then back     awareness.

3. Developing movements  (a) Children responding rhythmically 
    to suit familiar music    and creatively to known music.

Development

1. Bodies feel as if they  (a) Languid unstructured movements.
    are without muscles � 
    ß oppy and limp.

2. As storm develops   (b) Movements become faster yet stay limp.  
    children�s movements  
    build to a crescendo,  (c) Body responds to the vagaries of the 
    then fade away.    sea � rising and falling.
 
3. Children work in    (d) Forming together as a group to create an 
    groups.      object.  Then melt down to ß oor level.

4. Building up a    (e) Children recap on the movements in the
    4 sequence dance.    story to create a piece of dance.

Footnote

Children will use these more creative warm-up activities to help them in their Þ nal 
sequences.
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Climax

Children are given the opportunity  (a) Respond to music.
to move freely feeling and
unstructured to the sounds of the  (b) Be aware of space.
sea music.
       (c) Sustain the creative movement
They move as individuals but in   building it up and fading it out.
doing so create one mass effect.   
       (d) Develop a sequence of dance
They make a sequence that    that involves many different
represents the story as a whole.   types of movement.
         
        

Footnote:

Children have experience in this programme of both structured and creative 
dance and in the Þ nal sequence have blended them together.

Footnote:

The children in the section are given even more scope during the sea sequence 
for creative movement.  At the end they develop a sequence which represents 
the story.  This may give them ideas as to how to formulate a dance sequence for 
other stories.

Beach Balls blowing out to sea � really limp bodies
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Credits

BBC Publication for the poem Ready, Steady, Go by Kate Harrison from the book 
Look, Look What I Can Do.

Davies, The Sports People for the poem Sleepy Hands by Malcolm Brown and Jenny 
Melmoth from the book Feet First: Poem for Dance.

Scripts and Teacher�s Notes written by
Anne Harte, Elizabeth Mailey, Paul Sloan, Jennifer Williamson and Bernagh Brims.

Bells being struck


